CALGreen

- CALGreen [Title 24, Part 11]: Current edition & supplements
- Guidebook: non-residential CALGreen building standards.
- Checklists: CALGreen Mandatory, Tier 1 and Tier 2

CALGreen is the first-in-the-nation mandatory green building standards code. In 2007, CBSC developed green building standards in an effort to meet the goals of California's landmark initiative AB 32, which established a comprehensive program of cost-effective reductions of greenhouse gases (GHG) to 1990 levels by 2020.

CBSC has the authority to propose CALGreen standards for nonresidential structures that include, but are not limited to, new buildings or portions of new buildings, additions and alterations, and all occupancies where no other state agency has the authority to adopt green building standards applicable to these occupancies.

California Green Building Standards Code (CCR, Title 24, Part 11 - CALGreen)

CALGreen Guidebooks
- Supplement to the above 2016 CALGreen Guide (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/Guide-to-the-2016-CALGreen-guide-with-July-1-2018-supplementFinal.html?term&hash=80DE7979548B77AD08DBAA00C7D18F8390550)

CALGreen Checklists
- Intervening Supplements (effective July 1, 2018):
  - 2016 CALGreen Tier 1 Checklist intervening Supplement (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/2016-CALGreenChecklistTier1.html?term&hash=2737391A12014B7549F4C35D18134409EF8F26)
  - 2016 CALGreen Tier 2 Checklist intervening Supplement (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/2016-CALGreenChecklistTier2.html?term&hash=C9E59799730C773515B86931959C569EF2A9)

Trillennia: Documents (effective January 1, 2017):
- 2016 CALGreen Mandatory Checklist (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/2016CALGreenMandatoryChecklist.html?term&hash=0D978DE3E3254FB3A604D03C1AA887B792979)
- 2016 CALGreen Tier 1 Checklist (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/2016CALGreenChecklistTier1.html?term&hash=7374D4335A80AC7C96C416D108DF3C33958)
- 2016 CALGreen Tier 2 Checklist (/media/divisions/BSC/05-Resources/CALGreen/2016CALGreenChecklistTier2.html?term&hash=907EB1687C525A2829B4A4C7C7850F96569329)

International Code Council CALGreen Certification
In partnership with the California Building Officials (CBBO) [https://www.carbo.org/], the International Code Council (ICC) [https://www.iccsafe.org] offers a CALGreen Certification Exam that is intended to validate the competency of inspectors and plan reviewers on their understanding and ability to implement the provisions of CALGreen:

The exam covers such topics as general requirements of CALGreen, residential building systems, and non-residential building systems. The certification is offered via computer-based testing (CBT).
BUILDING A GREENER CALIFORNIA

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR EMAIL LIST FOR MEETING NOTICES, INFORMATION BULLETINS AND OUR NEWSLETTER, THE CALCODE QUARTERLY. (SUBSCRIBE/CONTACT)

HCD’S CALGREEN WEBSITE
Access the Department of Housing and Community Development’s (HCD) CALGreen webpage for information about their contributions to CALGreen as it pertains to residential occupancies.

VISIT HCD (HTTP://WWW.HCD.CA.GOV/BUILDING-STANDARDS/CALGREEN/)

DSA’S CALGREEN WEBSITE
Access the Division of the State Architect’s (DSA) CALGreen Code Development webpage to view their on-going contributions to CALGreen as it relates to schools and other occupancies regulated by DSA.

VISIT DSA (HTTP://WWW.DGS.CA.GOV/PSA/RESOURCES/PAGE-CONTENT/RESOURCES-LIST-FIELD/CALGREEN-CODE-DEVELOPMENT)